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Abstract. Experiments have been performed at JET in view of optimizing the heating systems for ITER. To optimize
coupling of ICRH in ITER with foreseen large antenna-plasma distances, gas puffing in the SOL has been
successfully applied. Up to 8MW of ICRF power has been coupled in this way to ELMy H-Mode plasmas. The D
fundamental ICRH heating scheme was further explored in combined ICRH and deuterium NBI heated deuterium
discharges in JET. A concentration of fast deuterons less than 10% is able to absorb up to half of the ICRH power,
rendering the fundamental D heating scheme much more viable for ITER. A possible caveat is that due to the large
Doppler shift of 1MeV beam ions in ITER, absorption of ICRH waves could also occur in scenarios where the cold
resonance layer is outside of the plasma. Anomalous behaviour of the beam ions has been observed at high densities
(close to the Greenwald limit). The effects cannot be explained by the MHD effects or sawteeth, and an anomalous
diffusion coefficient has to be assumed for passing fast particles with pitch angles v// /v > 0.7. This result has possible
implications for beam heating on ITER.

1. Coupling of ICRH power at large antenna-plasma distances
Coupling of 20 MW of ion cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF) power in H-mode plasmas
using one ITER port [1] will be a challenging task. Over the past few years, however, significant
progress towards this goal is made [2] but the coupling of the RF waves at large distances
between antenna and plasma separatrix and/or in ELMing H-Mode plasmas is still challenging.
The difficulty is twofold: (i) the large distance between the antenna Faraday screen and the
plasma separatrix distance (up to 14 cm) leads to a reduction in the ICRF power reaching the
plasma due to the exponential decrease of the antenna loading with increasing distance to the fast
wave cut-off density [3-4]; (ii) the presence of edge localised modes (ELMs) in H-mode plasmas
results in very fast changes in loading for ICRF antennae. Several solutions are envisaged to
couple steady ICRF power during such changes [5-9]. However, studying loading perturbations

during ELMs requires fast acquisition systems and was until now only scarcely documented [1012], in particular for large distances between plasma and antenna.
For the first time in JET, experiments were performed with both challenges combined [13].
The variation in the loading of the JET A2 antennae [14] was monitored with a fast data
acquisition system (with sampling rates up to 4 µs). Based on earlier studies on the influence of
the scrape-off-layer (SOL) on the coupling of ICRF and LH
antennae [15-16], injection of deuterium (D2) gas in the edge
was tried in order to bring the fast wave cut-off layer closer
to the antenna. High triangularity (δ~0.4) H-mode plasmas
with low amplitude/high frequency type I ELMs were used.
In order to cover ITER-relevant distances, the radial outer
gap (ROG), defined as the distance in the midplane between
separatrix and poloidal limiters, was varied between 8 and 14
cm. Hydrogen minority heating at 47 MHz with “dipole”
antenna phasing was applied. Apart from the expected
variations in the coupling resistance during ELMs, a clear
decrease in the perturbations caused by the ELMs on the
coupling resistance was observed with increasing ROG.
Fig. 1. Evolution of the Furthermore, a decrease of the baseline coupling (value of the
coupling resistance of the B4 coupling resistance in between ELMs) is seen when gas
antenna strap as a function of injection was stopped. Details of the effect of the D2 gas
ROG and for different levels of injection are shown in Fig. 1, were the variation of the
D2 gas injected (using various baseline value of coupling resistance of strap 4 of antenna B,
Rc(B4), is shown as a function of ROG and for various
combinations of GIMs)
combinations of gas inlet modules (GIM). The main
observations are: (i) the coupling resistance without gas injection (triangles) is very low (~0.5
Ohm) and does vary only slightly for ROG values between 10 and 14 cm (as expected); (ii) the
location of the gas injection plays an important role: with GIM 6 (located in the midplane) much
less gas has to be used for a
given increase in coupling
resistance (see pulses 68809
and 68110) than with the
ringlike divertor GIMs 9
and 10. Combined use of
GIM 9, 10 and 6 (total gas
injection rate of 1.8 1022
el/s, pulse 68110), allowed
to couple more than 8 MW
of ICRF power at a ROG of
14 cm in ELMy H-mode
plasmas in JET. A clear Figure 2. Effect of D2 gas Figure 3. Example of a JET in
increase in the central injection from GIM 6 and GIM ELMy H-mode with up to
electron temperature and 8 on the baseline coupling (i.e 8MW coupled ICRF power at a
plasma diamagnetic energy coupling between ELMs) of ROG of 14 cm and D2 gas
was observed, confirming a JET A2 antennas A, B and C.
injected from GIM 6, 9 and
good absorption of the ICRF
10.
waves (see Fig.3). Further
tests were done in order to investigate the possible influence of a magnetic connection between
the location of the GIMs and the location of the antennae. D2 gas was injected from GIM6
(located in the midplane) magnetically connected to antenna B, GIM2 (located in the midplane)
magnetically connected to antenna A and GIM 8 (located at the top) magnetically connected to

antenna B. None of these gas inlets was magnetically connected to antenna C. The change in
baseline coupling for antenna A, B and C as a function of the gas injection rate from the different
GIMs is shown in Fig. 3. Interestingly, improvement on all three antennas independent of the
location of the GIM was observed; in particular an improvement was observed even if there was
no magnetic connection between antenna and GIM. This suggests that D2 injection both from the
midplane and from the top leads to an increase in the SOL density throughout the whole
equatorial plane. On the other hand, however, the improvement in coupling resistance for antenna
A was noticeably higher using GIM2 and GIM8 compared to GIM6. These preliminary tests
show that by carefully choosing the position of the gas inlet, one should be able to minimize
detrimental effects on plasma confinement and at the same efficiently increase the coupling
resistance. However, a better understanding is needed on the influence of the position of the gas
inlet, for ionizing the gas and modifiying the SOL and for fuelling the plasma. Further JET
experiments in this direction are planned as well the development of 3D edge modelling tools.
2. Fundamental D heating experiments in JET
Experiments were carried out in the JET tokamak in plasmas with 90-95% D (including thermal
and NBI deuterons) to investigate the fundamental Deuterium majority ICRH scheme [17]. At
typically B0 = 3.3T , this implied f = 25MHz to position the D ion-cyclotron layer near the
plasma centre ( R0 ! 3m ).
At this frequency the ICRH power available on
JET is strongly limited. Unlike previous
experiments [18], in which the D concentration
was much smaller than 90%, mode conversion was
practically absent and the fraction of the ICRH
power absorbed by the electrons is mainly
associated with fast wave Landau Damping
(FWLD) and/or transit-time magnetic pumping
(TTMP). Up to ~2MW of ICRF power was
coupled to the plasma, leading to an increase in
both electron and ion temperatures of
approximately ΔTe≈0.7keV and ΔTi≈1.5keV. The
net result was that by adding ~25% of ICRH
heating power to the discharge (PICRH=1.7MW /
Fig. 4: Power absorption profiles
PNBI+OH=7MW) the DD fusion power was
obtained with the full-wave CYRANO
increased by 30-50%, depending on the details of
code for the fundamental D heating
the experiment. The total neutron rate, the
scenario in JET using the particle
diamagnetic energy and the central electron and
distributions computed from the quasiion temperatures scaled linearly with the applied
linear Fokker-Planck code BATCH to
RF power in the studied range [17]. The neutron
represent the NBI deuterons. The
yield measured during the combined NBI+ICRF
experimental power deposition profiles
phases of the experiments exceeds the sum of the
for the electrons and the bulk ions
individual counts obtained in the RF-only and the
obtained by ‘break-in-slope’ analysis of
NBI-only phases, pointing to a synergy between
the ECE () and CX () signals in
NBI and ICRH. This is likely to result from the
discharge #68733 are also included.
fact that the beam injected fast deuterons, because
of their larger Doppler-shifts, absorb the ICRF power more efficiently than the thermal
deuterons, which suffer from the characteristic adverse polarization of the RF electric fields near
the cold cyclotron resonance layer of the majority ions [19]. The RF absorption of the NBI ions
causes an increase in their slowing down time leading to an enhancement in the DD reactions
and therefore higher neutron yield.

This is consistent with the observed modification of the slowing down time estimated from the
changes in the electron temperature and density in the presence of ICRH. The synergy between
ICRH and NBI is further supported by neutron yield measu-rements performed with the fast
neutron camera diagnostic [20], by fast particle measurements done with the neutral particle
analyzer [21] and by the time-of-flight neutron spectro-meter TOFOR [22-23].
For the D majority ICRH experiments in JET, the Doppler-shifted ICRF beam absorption was
investigated in detail by
means of a coupled
full-wave/QLFP numerical package [19], and
was confirmed by the
determination of the
experimental
power
absorption profiles of
the ions, estimated
using an improved
break-in-slope analysis
[24] based on chargeexchange
recombiFigure 5: (a) Neutron counts from D-D reactions (~2.5MeV) as nation
spectroscopy
function of time-of-flight measured with the neutron spectrometer (CXRS) available at
TOFOR in two phases of discharge #68288: (▲) NBI only and (■) JET [25]. The results of
combined ICRF+NBI; (b) Neutral particle fluxes (in a.u.) measured the full-wave module
by the horizontal NPA system (KR2) as function of the fast D energy have shown that the
in two phases of discharge #68288: (▲) NBI only and (■) combined beam deuterons absorb
ICRF + NBI.
nearly half of the RF
power injected in the plasma, even at the modest concentrations (~6-8%) characteristic for the
experiments (see Fig.4).
The QLFP simulations indicated that, at the modest ICRH power available in the experiments
(PRF ≤ 2MW), the RF-induced energy tail of the beam particles is restricted to E < 200keV. On
the other hand, a considerable increase in the ‘slowing-down’ population of the beam ions (with
energies between 20-130keV) was obtained in the simulations. This effect is particularly
dominant in the
inner
magnetic
surfaces,
where
the beam ions
with
higher
energies (around
130keV) are not
resonant while the
slowing-down
beam ions (with Fig. 6: Neutron time of flight spectra (number of counts as function of
lower
energies) flight-time) from the TOFOR neutron spectrometer. Data are shown for
still are. These JET pulse 69388 (a), pulse 69392 (b) and 69393 (c). For each pulse spectra
results are in good are shown for three different subsequent time slices during the magnetic
agreement
with field flat top RF+NBI phase: short dashes for t=5-6s, long dashes for t = 6the experi-mental 7s, solid lines for t= 7-8s.
observa-tions: the neutron spectrometer TOFOR (with vertical line-of-sight close to the plasma
centre) detected a substantial increase in the population of slowing-down beam ions when ICRH
power is applied on top of NBI (Fig.5a) while the creation of a modest RF heated tail was
observed by NPA (with horizontal line-of-sight) in the energy range 120-200 keV (Fig.5b). Since

the number of deuterons detected above the NBI injection energy is small, it is believed that the
increased population of slowing-down deuterons is mainly responsible for the enhanced neutron
yield observed during the combined NBI+ICRH phases of the experiments. The interaction of
fast NBI ions with ICRF was already addressed earlier [26,27] and has been noticed in past DIIID [28] and JET [29] experiments. In recent 3He-D mode conversion experiments at JET [30], a
clear separation was expected between direct electron heating from mode conversion and ion
heating from 3He minority heating, because due to its 3 times heavier mass, minority heating of
3
He in (3He)-D plasmas produces less energetic tails than those observed in (H)-D experiments,
and thus these mode-ately energetic 3He tails predominantly slow down on ions. Unexpectedly,
strong ICRF induced D-tail formation was observed in those discharges. A tail of D-ions was
clearly detected by gamma ray spectroscopy, as a distinct peak at 3.09MeV was observed from
the reaction 12C(d,pγ)13C at high 3He concentrations (X[3He] = n3He/ne > 20%) while it is totally
absent at low concentrations (X[3He] ~ 10%, in 3He minority heating experiments). Neutron
time-of-flight spectra from the TOFOR neutron spectrometer [22,23] are shown in Fig.6 for JET
pulses 69388 (left), 69392 (middle) and 69393 (right). For 69388, X[3He] = 10-12% (minority
ion heating regime) while for 69393 it was X[3He] = 18% (mode conversion electron heating
regime); shot 69392 is similar to shot 69393 except that the NBI power was 8MW (all by 130keV
injectors), while that of 69393 was 16MW. All 3 shots were done at 33MHz and with similar RF
power (~4-4.5MW). The neutron time-of-flight spectra are dominated by a peak around 65ns,
which primarily corresponds to neutrons of 2.45MeV from D+D " 3He+n fusion reactions
involving the NBI ions and the thermal bulk plasma. Whereas the shape of the spectra for the
main (65ns) peak are similar for 69388 and 69393, a clear high-energy neutron tail is emerging as
time progresses for 69392 and 69393 while it is absent in the 69388 data. From a more detailed
!
analysis of the TOFOR data it is seen that the high-energy neutron tail in the mode conversion
regime pulse 69393 corresponds to a high-energy deuterium tail whose temperature exceeds 300
keV around t=49s.
As for the majority D experiments, the combined
use of RF and NBI heating is thought to be the key
for understanding the D tail formation, as already
suggested in [29] based on a resonance location
analysis: with a thermal background, the deuterons
hardly feel the presence of the RF fields since ω=ΩD
is at R=2.4m i.e. about 0.6m away from the core
(ω=Ω3He is at R=3.21m) and thus large RF power
levels would be required to drive tails starting from
thermal bulk D ions in this relatively cold region.
Because JET is equipped with up to 130keV beams,
the Doppler shifted resonance for NB injected D
particles is however shifted up to 0.5m towards the
core. At the time of the first mode conversion
experiments, no sufficiently sophisticated wave +
Fig. 7. Lines of sight of the neutron
Fokker-Planck modelling tools were available to
camera on JET with channel numbers and
quantitatively substantiate the role of the Doppler
a typical profile shape for off-axis NBI
shift and study the formation of non-Maxwellian
heating.
tails self-consistently. The more recent modelling
indicates that - when tuning the RF frequency and/or the magnetic field to ensure core 3He
heating - the RF absorption is maximal at minor radius ρ ~ 0.4m i.e. both well away from the
cold plasma resonance (at ρ ~ 0.6m) and the location at which the neutral beam particles are
dominantly ionized (at ρ~0.2m) [30].

3. Anomalous diffusion of fast beam ions in JET
The understanding of fast ion physics in tokamak plasmas is important for modelling and
interpretation of neutral beam injection experiments. It is required for the derivation of transport
coefficients and for the
simulation of heating
and current drive in
beam heated plasmas
and is thus important
for extra-polation to
ITER.
Various models exist
to describe fast ion
behaviour, however,
Fig.8. 14MeV neutron rate plot (left) comparing measured and
such simulations do
2
calculated with Dan=0 (dotted) and Dan=0.5m /s (dashed) for pulse
not always reproduce
61236 (on-axis T) and 14MeV profile (right) comparing measured
experimental effects.
2
(solid) with Dan=0 (dotted) and Dan=0.5m /s (dashed) simulation). The
Trace Tritium Expeprofiles are integrated over 100ms, the error bars are from a single
riments (TTE) on JET
profile (integrated over 10ms).
were analysed using
Monte Carlo modelling of the neutron emission resulting from the Neutral Beam Injection (NBI)
of short (~300ms) tritium (T) beam blips into reversed shear, hybrid ELMy H-mode and L-mode
deuterium plasmas for a wide range of plasma parameters. The calculated neutron fluxes from
deuterium-tritium (DT) reactions could only be made consistent with all plasmas by applying an
artificial reduction of the T beam power in the modelling of between 20 and 40%. A similar
discrepancy has previously been observed in both JET [31] and TFTR [32], although no
mechanism has yet been found that could explain such a difference in the measured T beam
power.
Applying this correction in the T beam power, good
agreement between calculated and measured DT
neutron emission profiles was obtained in low to
moderate line averaged density ( n e <4×1019m-3)
ELMy H-Mode plasmas assuming that the fast beam
ions experience no, or relatively small, anomalous
diffusion (Dan<<0.5m2/s). Fig. 8 shows that for the
on-axis T blip during pulse 61236 (ne(0)=3.0×1019
m-3) the TRANSP [33] code satisfactorily matches
the 14MeV neutron rate and neutron profile
measured on the 2D neutron camera (Fig.7) with no
anomalous diffusion if a reduction in T power of
20% is applied. Introducing a low level
(Dan=0.5m2/s) of anomalous diffusion degrades the
agreement in both 14MeV rate and profile. Fig.9. Profiles of 14MeV neutron
However, the modelled neutron profiles do not emission with different forms of
agree with measurements in higher density plasmas anomalous fast ion losses #61430.
using the same assumption and the disagreement
between the measured and calculated shape of the neutron profile increases with plasma density.
Large anomalous losses of fast ions have to be assumed in the simulations to improve agreement
between experimental and simulated neutron profiles, characterized by the goodness of fit. Pulse
61430 is the case with the highest density (ne(0)=3.0 1019 m-3) and thus where the discrepancy is
the most pronounced. Fig. 9 shows the measured 14MeV neutron profile along with simulations

for various types of fast ion loss varying from constant anomalous diffusion cases Dan(r,t)=0 and
Dan(r,t)=5m2/s to cases simulating preferential losses of trapped particles (i.e. fast ions with a
high ratio of perpendicular velocity to total velocity, v⊥/v >0.75) and preferential losses of
passing particles (with v///v < 0.70). Each of these cases was optimised in terms of the reduction
in T power to achieve a minimum χ2 when comparing the measured and simulated neutron
profiles as shown in Table 1.
Though
the
case
Case Case
Case (b) 1ms life Case (c) 1ms life
preferentially
losing Dan
(#61430)
(a)
(a)
time for trapped time for passing
passing ions reproduces
fast ions with fast
ions
with
some aspects of the
2
0
5m /s E>30keV
and E>30keV
and
experimental profile,
V
/V>0.75
in
V
/V>0.7
in
//
⊥
this is only a first
equatorial midplane
equatorial
approach and more
LFS
and
midplane on LFS on
sophisticated models
and (neo)classical (neo)classical
will be required in
behaviour for the behaviour for the
order to gain a more
rest of the fast ions rest of the fast ions
detailed understanding
Reduction
35%
27%
13%
14%
of the nature of those
T
losses. These results in
power
show
that
large
2
2.76 5.31
5.70
2.37
anomalous
losses min(χ )
should be introduced
Table 1 : Different cases considered in modelling anomalous fast
for specific groups of
particle behaviour
fast ions to reconcile
measurement and simulation in high density plasmas.
Conclusions
ICRH and NBI experiments have been performed on JET in view of optimizing these systems for
ITER. Optimization of the coupling of ICRH at large antenna-plasma distances has been obtained
using D2 gas puffing. Two plasma configurations at high triangularity (δ~0.4) and different
heating schemes were used to verify the applicability of this procedure under various conditions,
and 8MW of ICRF power could be coupled at a ROG of 14cm (mean distance between antennastrap and plasma separatrix of ~19cm) at a coupling resistance of 3-4 Ohm. The viability of D
fundamental ICRH heating was further explored in combined ICRH and deuterium NBI heated
deuterium discharges in JET. During NBI heating in those discharges, a strong increase of the
neutron rate was observed, which is mainly attributed to the Doppler-shift in the ion-cyclotron
resonance absorption of the fast beam ions. Combining results from the recently installed timeof-flight diagnostic TOFOR with new modeling tools has shown that the fast D beam injected
particles (5-10% of the total population) are responsible for the absorption of 30-40% of the
ICRH power, thus rendering a mechanism with normally poor absorption to a much more viable
one for ITER. Another lesson learnt from this study is that in ITER, with foreseen 1 MeV beams
and resulting large Doppler shift, absorption of ICRH waves could occur even if the D cyclotron
layer is near the plasma boundary or even outside the plasma, as is e.g. the case for second
harmonic T heating. Detailed analysis of experiments with short T blips has revealed anomalous
behaviour of the beam ions at high densities (close to the Greenwald limit). The effects cannot be
explained by the MHD effects or sawteeth, and an anomalous D~10m2/s has to be assumed for
passing fast particles with pitch angles v// /v > 0.70 to get agreement with experimental
observations.
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